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made transparent with this design, to give man
in the heavenly bodies the perpetual presence ol
the sublime; seen in the streets of cities, hov
great they are. If the stars should appear but
one uight in a thousand years, how would men
believe aud adore; yet every night come out
these preachers of beauty, and light the universe
with their admonishing smile."

This great double convex lens-shaped system,
of which the Milky-Way is the orter extremity
or rinz, is not the universe, but a trivial part of
it. Wherever the telescope has penetrated, il
has brought to light other great systems of starry
dust, vhence the star-light comes in softened
clouds, indelinite and vague. These are com-
posed of myriads of separate stars, each one a
sun, revolving with ils attendant planets arotind
the cenître of the whole. In ihese we see the
circular outline repeated in obedience to the law
of gravitation,-the law which alike controls the
forai of a dewdrop or a tear, and a congress of a
thousand stars. Beyond these are others more
distant still ; and thus down far, fat into that
soundless Sea, the starry systems float and sing;
and the telescope, but now a thing of marvel and(
triumph, is at last a toy and coutemptible, for it
reaches the cloudy masses no more. The star-
liglt comnes, but il will tell no story ; it brings
pictures, but they are pictures of mystery. And
thuins, from the spectacle of starry worlds revolving
r our sky, ve are carried op to the idea that

those masses of nebulous light are astral systems
also ; and corne at last to the conjecture, that, as
the lesser worlds revoive around the sun, antd
that sun, in his own, system, around a greater
sun, the star-systems themselves, which we see
floating away in the abysm yonder, may all be
traversing a patlhway around the feet of Deity,
receiving from that Central Suni of all things a
glory and a light Divine. Let us bow our heads.
for surely God is in the midst, controlling, watch-
ing, and judging, but loving all the while!

But even here let ns retrace oir steps, for the
star-light can yet iell us something which shall
make manifest the omnipotence of Deity, as an
attribute in harmony with that same star-light,
and as a necessary cousequence of its own phy-
sical law.

Light is not instantaneous in its passage ; il
requires time to travel. ILt moves at the rate of
2,000,000 of miles in a minute. Hence il is eiglht
minutes reaching us from the Sun, or the Suri
has realiy risen eight minutes before ve see him,
and is now eight minutes in, advance in his path
of thle spot whiclh he appears to occupy. Hence,
again, the bright star in Centaur, which is eight-
een billions ot miles distant, is seen by us, not
as it now is, or where it now is, but where it was,
and as it vas, three years ago; and if il were
now to explode into fragments, and vanish from
the sky, il would be three years before we should
lose its picture in the heavens. This will be
easier understood, if il be remembered that the
ray of light leaves the star, and 'passes through
space quite uticonnected with its origin; and
when il falls on the optic nerve, il will give the'
eye a picture of the star, whetler the star be
there or not. Thus, we sce the star Vega, as it

was twelve years ago, and a star of the twelfth
magnitude as it vas four thousand years ago. la
the same way, if we reverse the pheinomena, the
inhabitants of the sun see the earthi not as il is
now, but as il was eight minutes before; and a
spectator in Vega, as it vas twelve years before;
and, in ble mar.ner, to the deepest recesses of
the universe. What is the uesilt of this?-
naniely, that the universe contains not onily the
whole of space, but also the whole of time!
Every event, as well as every existence, is trea-
suied there; and empty space becornes a micro-
cosm of the ages. Everything on which the
lght falls rellects back a picture of itself.

The stars send forth complete pictures of all
the scenery and appearances on ticir respective
surfaces; and although, from our limited powers
of vision, ve are unable to perceive anythiig
more than a point of ]ight; nevertheless, that
point of liglit, could we dissect il, would reveal
the landscapes, seas, and cities, as they were
à hen the light came away, as plainly as we can

hold thesceneryof ontr own hillsandvalleys? *
What then ? Why, from some paît of space the
eye of Omnipotence can behold whatever has
takein place here, or in any other world. There
is soie spot w-here the picture, embalmed in a
ray of light, is speeding on its way through in-
finitude; and from thence le can behold it. AI
the Centaur in 1854, the picture of London in
1851, with ils Palace of Glass and gathering of
the Nations, vill be visible; and upon a star of
the twelfthi magnitude may now be seen the
founding of Memphis, and the wanderings of
Abralam; while pictures of the dim geological
ages of the carth are now speeding past the re-
gions of distdnt nebulS, to travel on and on in a
journey vhich can never be completed. Hoed
your ways, therefore ; for the eye of GCod watches
over us physically as well as spiritually; the deed
of to-day is to become part of the universe, and
to be kept speeding on througli starry spaces and
silvery galaxies for an ete nity to come.†

Possibly the spirit of man may hereafter be
permitted to read these revelations of the star-
light, when, separated fron earthly sceînes, ho
soars upward amid the stars, and looks upon tle
picture of his own life treasured up there in the
blue expanse, and winging its flight from world
to vorld upon the pimions oi the lovely star-liglt.

hVlat, then, will be his emotion as the scene
vherever lie phiyed the co-ward or the tyrant

cornes before him, and in pain and shame he

• In proof of this, witness the geographical features
which may be seen of the moon, the planeL9, Mars
and Venus, by the aid of a telescope. Jupiter, further
distant still, yields something regarding bis aspect;
and Saturn, more distant stili, a few features of its
physical condition.

f Simple possibility is all the writer deems necessary
in the ennciation of this idea, which is well-rooted
in the laws of physics. Snch exceptions as may oc-
cur in regard to events which take place in bouses
and places whicli impede the passage of light, are of
no moment in the statement of a general truth. For
the thought itself', the iwriter is indebted to a little
work entitled " The Stars and the Earth; or, Thoughts
upon Space, Time, and Eternity. Builliore, 1847,"


